Matters Arising March 2022
Items from the last meeting
Minute
No.
126

Item

Action

By whom

Update

Tree planters

Contact Wiltshire Council Highways Team
about any possible issues relating to visibility
or possible obstruction of the pavement if
planters were installed.

Cllr Kidney

127

Playpark repairs

Obtain up-to-date quotes for replacing the
activity trail for consideration at the next
Parish Council meeting.

Clerk

See agenda item 9.

128

Annual Parish
Meeting

Contact local environmental groups about
presenting at the APM and to plan the overall
structure of this meeting.

Cllrs Baddeley
Mann & Clerk

See agenda item 11

Complete / ongoing

Items from previous meetings
Minute
No.
110

Item

Action

By whom

Update

Matters Arising

Renovate dug outs on football field by
Avonpark.

Cllr Berry

Materials purchased.

97.2

Trees

Article to be put in the Winsley Weaver about
TPOs and the PC’s plans to nominate
significant trees.

Cllr Baddeley

Action on TPOs to change in light of
advice from Wiltshire Council’s Tree
Officer.

97.2

Trees

Undertake a review of trees across Winsley & a
single report produced in due course.

Action on TPOs to change in light of
advice from Wiltshire Council’s Tree
Officer.

Matters Arising

Issue with Avonpark car park lights being too
bright and left on overnight to be reported to
Avonpark Manager.

Cllrs Baddeley,
Duncombe &
Mann
Clerk

76

Complete / ongoing

Enquiries and correspondence
1) A resident complained about debris (cut vegetation) being left alongside Crossways path. This has been looked at by the Maintenance Adv Group but is not felt to be a
significant issue at the moment – debris is well away from the path and some debris will rot down fairly quickly. Vegetative debris has been left here before and it’s not clear
who is doing this & whether it’s from the hedge here or elsewhere. It might be possible to clear some smaller amounts into resident green bins or to ask the Parish Steward if
there’s anything he can clear.

2) A resident raised concerns with poor parking and driving at school pick up / drop off times. This issue has been looked at before by the Parish Council and proposed yellow lines
outside the School were not supported by nearby residents. The School recently reminded all parents about parking considerately. Drop off / pick up gates are changing from
this term. The School is set to review it’s Travel Plan. The PCSO could be asked to monitor this situation, although it’s likely that any visits would be occasional.
3) Avonpark Community Engagement Team has confirmed a meeting with Cllrs Berry, Gilby and the Clerk on 15 March to talk through improvement plans.

